Proposal for **Technology Patron - Rs 35 Lakh**

**Logo Visibility/Placements (Branding as Technology Patron in all Collaterals)**

- Wings of the backdrop
- Printed on tag attached to the delegate kit
- Inside the Partner Booklet
- Promotional e-mailers sent to the CII Membership across India
- Newspaper Ad
- “Thank you Partners” Panels at the Conference venue
- “Thank you Partners” Card in the Partner Booklet

**Participation- Special Invitations/ Complimentary delegate passes**

- 20 complimentary delegate passes
- Exclusive Technology Patron delegate badges
- Special reserved seating for Technology Patron delegates

**Brand Building Opportunities**

- Screening of the Corporate/Commercial Film at the conference venue (Duration of 3 min)
- Company Literature / Brochure distributed as a part of the Conference documentation pack
- Corporate write up of Company in the Partner Booklet— 1000 words
- Special announcements thanking partners
- Opportunity to distribute mementoes to delegates
- 3 standees of your Company in the Lunch, Dinner & Cocktail area
- Promotional information of your business at each roundtable
Proposal for Lead Technology Partner - Rs 25 Lakh

Logo Visibility/Placements (Branding as Lead Technology Partner in all Collaterals)

- Wings of the backdrop
- Inside the Partner Booklet
- Promotional e-mailers sent to the CII Membership across India
- Newspaper Ad
- “Thank you Partners” Panels at the Conference venue
- “Thank you Partners” Card in the Partner Booklet

Participation- Special Invitations/ Complimentary delegate passes

- 15 complimentary delegate passes
- Exclusive Lead Technology Partner delegate badges
- Special reserved seating for Lead Technology Partner delegates

Brand Building Opportunities

- Screening of the Corporate/Commercial Film at the conference venue (Duration of 2 min)
- Company Literature / Brochure distributed as a part of the Conference documentation pack
- Corporate write up of Company in the Partner Booklet– 750 words
- Special announcements thanking partners
- 2 standees of your Company in the Lunch, Dinner & Cocktail area
- Promotional information of your business at select roundtables
Proposal for **Co-Technology Partner - Rs 15 Lakh**

**Logo Visibility/Placements (Branding as Co-Technology Partner in all Collaterals)**

- Wings of the backdrop
- Inside the Partner Booklet
- Promotional e-mailers sent to the CII Membership across India
- Newspaper Ad
- “Thank you Partners” Panels at the Conference venue
- “Thank you Partners” Card in the Partner Booklet

**Participation- Special Invitations/ Complimentary delegate passes**

- 10 complimentary delegate passes
- Exclusive Co-Technology Partner delegate badges
- Special reserved seating for Co-Technology Partner delegates

**Brand Building Opportunities**

- Screening of the Corporate/Commercial Film at the conference venue (Duration of 1 min)
- Company Literature / Brochure distributed as a part of the Conference documentation pack
- Corporate write up of Company in the Partner Booklet– 500 words.
- Special announcements thanking for support
- 1 standee of your Company in the Lunch, Dinner & Cocktail area
- Promotional information of your business at select roundtables
Proposal for Associate Technology Partner - Rs 10 Lakh

Logo Visibility/Placements (Branding as Associate Technology Partner in all Collaterals)

- Wings of the backdrop
- Inside the Partner Booklet
- “Thank you Partners” Panels at the Conference venue
- “Thank you Partners” Card in the Partner Booklet

Participation- Special Invitations/ Complimentary delegate passes

- 5 complimentary delegate passes
- Exclusive Associate Technology Partner delegate badges
- Special reserved seating for Associate Technology Partner delegates

Brand Building Opportunities

- Screening of the Corporate/Commercial Film at the conference venue (Duration of 30 sec)
- Corporate write up of Company in the Partner Booklet— 300 words
- Special announcements thanking sponsors
- 1 standee of your Company in the Lunch & Dinner area
Proposal for **Lead Contributor** - Rs 7 Lakh

**Logo Visibility/Placements (Branding as Lead Contributor in all Collaterals)**

- Wings of the backdrop
- Inside the Partner Booklet
- “Thank you Partners” Panels at the Conference venue
- “Thank you Partners” Card in the Partner Booklet

**Participation- Special Invitations/ Complimentary delegate passes**

- 3 complimentary delegate passes
- Exclusive Lead Contributor delegate badges
- Special reserved seating for Lead Contributor delegates

**Brand Building Opportunities**

- Screening of the Corporate/Commercial Film at the conference venue (Duration of 20 sec)
- Corporate write up of Company in the Partner Booklet – 200 words
- Special announcements thanking sponsors
Proposal for Corporate Contributor - Rs 5 Lakh

Logo Visibility/Placements (Branding as Corporate Contributor in all Collaterals)

- Wings of the backdrop
- Inside the Partner Booklet
- “Thank you Partners” Panels at the Conference venue
- “Thank you Partners” Card in the Partner Booklet

Participation- Special Invitations/ Complimentary delegate passes

- 3 complimentary delegate passes
- Exclusive Corporate Contributor delegate badges
- Special reserved seating for Corporate Contributor delegates

Brand Building Opportunities

- Corporate write up of Company in the Partner Booklet– 150 words
- Special announcements thanking sponsors
Proposal for **Contributor** - Rs 3 Lakh

**Logo Visibility/Placements (Branding as Contributor in all Collaterals)**

- Wings of the backdrop
- Inside the Partner Booklet
- “Thank you Partners” Panels at the Conference venue
- “Thank you Partners” Card in the Partner Booklet

**Participation- Special Invitations/ Complimentary delegate passes**

- 2 complimentary delegate passes
- Exclusive Contributor delegate badges

**Brand Building Opportunities**

- Corporate write up of Company in the Partner Booklet– 100 words
- Special announcements thanking sponsors